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About This Game

Off-Road Drive, the off-road racing simulation for PC, is the first game ever to deliver a true-to-life, off-road, extreme racing
experience. Players will take part in The Russian trophy, Off-Road Trial, Thai Trophy and many other events through the worst

driving conditions with a variety of natural obstacles like swamps, rocks, snow and sand.
No other game features this variety of off-road sport vehicles including tuned stock SUVs and trucks, as well as several classes
of prototypes specifically built for off-road driving. The vehicles can be equipped with an assortment of special cross-country

equipment and accessories including winches, low gear, differential gear locking, clinometer, altimeter, tire air pressure control,
sand tracks, etc.

There has never been such an innovative simulation of interactive terrain response as well. Terrain under the vehicle will act just
like it does in real life, the car will sink in dirt, the dirt will create a rut and will stick to the car and tires affecting its handling.
Stones will fly from underneath the wheels and damage other trucks. The game will feature various surfaces that will not only
affect tire friction but have complex reactions based on car weight, speed, wheel torque, tire condition, time on this surface,

depth of car immersion into the surface and much more.

Key Features:

Leading international off-road championships.

Racing and mud bogging.

Tough challenges and obstacles to beat.
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Special off-road equipment and accessories (Lowered gearing, front/rear locking differentials, winch, etc.).
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Title: Off-Road Drive
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
1C-Avalon
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2 GHz

Memory: 1GB

Hard Disk Space: 8GB

Video Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible video card with 256 MB RAM

Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card

English,German,Russian,Italian,French
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Nice short game with a nice theme. Too bad they did not expand it further. Would have been nice. And is also a nice learning
for young people.. yeah uhhh it's...interesting?. im not happy about the lack of races and there was no campign. Gun Brothers is
a poor mans Enter The Gungeon or Nuclear Throne. Only with infinitely less substance, save up your money and buy Devolver
Digital's offering at full price and don't bother rotting your teeth with this bubblegum. Oh bubble gum is full of sugar and the
flavour dies really quickly just in case you don't understand my meaning. "Chew it up and spit it out like the cheap bland
flavourless crap that it is! 3.0\/10" Oh and there are bugs on SteamOS too. Normally I like to give any game I review a lot more
time than this but this time I can safely say that I have seen enough. Few weapons, fewer enemies, overall there nothing there at
all. Completely devoid of substance.. I mean the DLC for this game really sucks. I bought the season pass thinking that without
it I wouldn't be able to get the tuning specs that were going to be added. I now know that the new specs come in a free update
every month. Don't buy any of the DLC for this game unless you really like the cars and want them. I only wanted the circuit
spec camaro RS and that comes out tomorrow in the vintage update.. Definitely amazing, new callouts, equipment and tasks.
However there are some glitches that I found, but those are the only problems to this DLC so far. Overall this is worth buying..
Even this game was lately released after UT2k4, it is the most waited sequel to the oldskool fps game UNREAL <3. Third
person shooter, combining elements of Gears of War and Tomb Raider. Unfortunately it isn't as good as either of them. It's not
that the game is bad, it's more like the game is boring. Which is very strange since it doesn't fail at anything. It's hard to explain.
You will be better off not buying this game than buying it.
. It's a really good story and I wish I can know more about it... :). I see other people are enjoying this, but I really can't enjoy too
much of this. the first hour was great, but the bugs and the lack of response from the game itself ruined it. Half the time using
the contruction tool, it simply won't pick up anything to fix/deconstruct. Hacking is simply painful due to the poor response. I
can imagine this game being fun with some more work put into it, but this game just made me mad. The low spawn rate of food
seeds for plants and the wonky chest system on some ships made this unenjoyable as well.

Maybe when this gets an official release I'll think about picking it up again.
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Review - Haegemonia: Legions of Iron (WARNING!)

Sry for my bad englando. :>

I know this game since many many years and i have a lot of game experience. I like this game and i think it has a huge potential,
so i don\u00b4t want to give a bad rating. But there are two things which pis_*s*_es me off!!!!!

1. This game crashes far too often with a stupid sound error. Sometimes you can play nearly one hour without crashes.
Othertimes you can\u00b4t play for 5 minutes without a crash --> Why is this not patched yet?! Why selling a game which have
so many performance problems? --> WTF?! --> [So you are very thankfull that you have an auto save function, but the shortest
auto save time is 5 minutes and thats often too long for this performance problems.......}

2. I am enough addicted to the game that i can ignore some of these crashes, because i want to play it! But here is another
problem. Sometimes after a crash you can\u00b4t restart the game without restarting the PC before......

THIS performance problems are far too much. Even for an experienced player like me. I don\u00b4t believe that beginners can
really enjoy this game with these problems. This game is especially for beginners a little bit hard to learn and to understand how
you controll everything (The game don\u00b4t explain everything). This game alone is already hard to learn\/play for beginners.

!!!!!!!! I think this game with its current state is only for people who played this game already or for big sci-fi fans. !!!!!!!!

And the funny thing is, you need 5 minutes of gameplay time BEFORE you are able to write a review. And you can only get this
time together if you restart the game multiple times, because the time for playing this game don\u00b4t count (and i played
some hours). --> 100% sure that this is the reason why this game has so few reviews\/ratings.. A fitting ending for the trilogy..
Edit: As of the last year or so, Blackjacket has more or less abandoned this game, which is a shame. Multiplayer is difficult to
find if not nonexistent. While you can still technically play it with bots for a lot of people it isn't as fun. I will leave my review as
stands because despite the tragedy of it being abandoned I still adore this game, and really wish that it can either be picked back
up or that another game developer makes a similar style game. This is a warning to anybody expecting to try and buy the game
now; if you are looking for multiplayer, you will be disappointed.

Metal Drift is honestly a jewel amidst broken glass; a diamond in the rough. There are too few games of its caliber out in the
general PC world anymore, and most are either too expensive, too limited in what they can provide, or too broken to even be
worth playing, usually any number of the three mixed together.

The general synopsis: Metal Drift is what I like to call Soccer with Tanks and Lasers. You're given two teams; one blue,
Athalon, and one red, Triax; and a ball in the center of the map. Players grab the ball and try to take it to the enemy's base to
goal...only it's not that simple. Players can die and explode into bits and pieces, some players can be sneaky and use power-ups
to one-side you. As you play the game, you level up your skills and unlock different weapons and skills; from the starter auto-
repair and basic blaster, to the all-powerful shock cannon and teleportation ability, there is a guarantee that there will be a
specific ability and weapon combo that will fit your playstyle.

Now, the pros and cons:

Pros:

+ Great narration\/voice actor for narrating
+ Awesome gameplay
+ Great level variety
+ Good graphics without the cost of a high pc; my craptop could run this smoothly at 4 years old.

Cons:

- AI has a tendency to gang up on you if you're closer than the bot with the ball
- A very tiny playerbase...save for private communities there isn't much in the way of a playerbase.
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This game NEEDS to be more popular. It is amazing, fun, and engrossing. The fact that it looks like a really good game that
easily trumps any full-price game of its caliber currently on the market, and costs much less as well, should make it a very
popular title. It's sad that nobody plays this besides the few private groups out there, and there needs to be more players. I
DEFINITELY, beyond a doubt, recommend this game to any passersby, just because of how fun it is.

-Kerian. Hidden gem.. Beautiful art style, fantastic humour. Better than some of the paid point-and-clicks; I'd gladly for this
one. I hope they continue to flesh out this world. It's character are very original and intriguing. I'm captivated already.. Still
looking and playing great, 12 years after release!. Amazing game except the fact that you literally could make a family, have
kids, die of old age every \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING TIME the aliens make a MOVE.
Just give me the option to skip the cutscenes dammit.
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